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Imaging the Response to Immunotherapy with FDG PET/CT

T cells engineered with chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) that target tumor antigens have shown striking activity in a variety
of cancers. However, assessment of treatment efficacy has proved to be challenging, since the fate of the administered cells
cannot be assessed directly. We developed [11C]Shield-1, a novel PET probe that binds to a suicide gene (iCasp9), to
noninvasively track CAR T cells that contain the suicide gene as a safety switch. Thus, if undesirable or toxic effects occur, the
CAR T cells can be destroyed by activating the suicide gene with a dimeric ligand such as rimiducid (AP1903), and the CAR T
cells can be imaged with a monomeric ligand such as Shield-1 that does not activate the suicide gene.
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Figure 4. (A) Diagram of the suicide gene, iCasp9. (B) Structures of AP1903 and [11C]Shield-1.
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Figure 6. PET imaging of CAR T cells in
a mouse model with antigen positive
and antigen negative tumors. More
CAR T cells are seen localizing to the
antigen+ tumor, as expected.

Tracking CAR T Cells with a Dual Function Reporter Gene

Figure 5. Amount of [11C]Shield-1 in HCT116 cells after 40 min.
Cells that carry the reporter gene (F36V-FKBP) demonstrate 3-4
fold higher uptake compared to unmodified cells (WT, wild-type)
and cells blocked with 10 μM FK506.
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18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) uptake is a measure of metabolism, and FDG PET/CT is routinely used to detect cancer because
cancer cells typically have abnormally high metabolic rates. However, activated immune cells (white blood cells that have
been stimulated to respond to an infection or foreign material) are also known to have elevated metabolism, and can be
imaged with FDG PET/CT. We have several clinical trials open in which we are trying to image an early “flare response”
(increase in FDG uptake) in patients on immunotherapy due to infiltration of tumors by activated immune cells. We
hypothesize that this flare response will be predictive of response to immunotherapy.

Figure 1. Patients with advanced melanoma on pembrolizumab (anti-PD-1 therapy) imaged at 3 weeks post-therapy. Changes in tumor 
size correlate with response, however changes in FDG activity did not. No examples of a “flare” were identified. 

Figure 2. Patients with advanced melanoma on pembrolizumab (anti-PD-1 therapy) imaged at 1 week post-therapy. Several examples of 
a “flare” have been identified, and analysis is ongoing. In this example, a splenic lesion demonstrated a “flare,” which correlated with 
pathologic response to therapy.

Complete pathologic response 
(based on splenectomy

performed 30 days post tx)

Figure 3. Patients with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma on revlimid (an immunomodulatory agent) imaged at 1 week post-therapy. In this 
example, a lymph node demonstrated a “flare,” which correlated with subsequent complete metabolic response to therapy.

Continued complete metabolic 
response to therapy (> 1 year)


